INTRODUCING THE NEW RS-5 PLUS DIGITAL CONTROLLER

We are very excited about our new and improved RS-5 Plus Digital Controller, with intuitive user screens and a robust control system.

The RS-5 Plus is a programmable electronic controller designed to control L Sealers, L Sealer Shrink Tunnel Combination Systems, and Sleeve Wrappers.

The RS-5 Plus is factory set to control several machine configurations with the easy to use control pad. The controller is configured to control impulse or hot knife L Sealers equipped with or without a shrink tunnel as well as the Heat Seal Sleeve Wrapper.

Features and Benefits of the RS-5 Plus Digital Controller:

- Intuitive User Interface - Improved design, with easy to understand control screens
- Tamper Resistant Control Assurance - Simple operation all done on one controller; set it and forget it!
- Durable and Robust - Fully industrial model allows for high volume usage with consistent results
- Reliable - Precise PID temperature controls, for consistent and controlled temperature readings
- Universal - One controller for all Heat Seal L Sealers and Combination Systems, Hot Knife and Impulse Wire machines
- Certified - U.L., CSA, and FM

EXTENDED Three Year Warranty on the machine’s original controller